OUT MetroWest Gala

MetroWest's fourth annual Come Out and Celebrate event honored Dr. Ana Scoular and his pioneering work as a mentor to transgender school leaders. In addition to an inspiring speech from Dr. Scoular, nearly 250 guests were treated to remarks from a seven.WOMEN.SPEAK. panel and a live auction, benefiting OUT MetroWest. The evening raised funds to benefit OUT MetroWest programs and services.

SCENE:’ Design. Dine. Do Good.’

‘Design. Dine. Do Good.’ is held to raise funds for Victory Programs. Designers from around Boston create a holiday place setting, which is then auctioned off. The winners receive the place settings and have the opportunity to see them in person. Proceeds from the auction benefit Victory Programs and support the work of the organization. Funds raised support the work of the organization.
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SCENE: Fundraiser. Courtesy of Landry & Arcari